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maybe that's what. I was talkin1 'bout. So we lost all that land and we were

there, that was our territory. Even where they call Osage City up there, they

got big Stockade in all this town, got it all fixed up they got Indian Osage.

pictures up there and all about Osages. They even pushed us out of there,

I think. I don't think we got a place to walk. And that's why I s^id we

didn't have anyone to stand up for us. Represent us. Because they can't

say they represent us and that s the trouble. Now that's the problem

we gpt now, that's what's gonna bring it to show-down. Is now when we get

this money for this twelve million acres, we gonna have to--somebody is gosna

have to have a say-so 'bout it and this council won't/30 in there and say

«i.̂ . Now that's what I say. I might be wrong, but they^sure gonna have to

prove I'm wrong and they'--just like they couldn't say anything up there, because

they just keep pushin' 'em out--pushin' 'em out and so they --I\don't know how

they gonna do this. They filed the briefs on-these other two claims and it's

under the million acres they filed. I know there's-over a million down here by

Arkansas and Oklahoma. That's one and others is here. But the Osages, they
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\

owned this land by,, all these years they been easin' it and then these Omahas

why they got the same kind a claim on that Iowa, -Iowa, land and on up towards

Wisconsin. They got a claim on that just like this here. They used it for

hunting grounds well, it's still printed. I don't know how they gonna maice

it. So, that's the way that was. And then them Cherokees they say they owned

this. They didn't own it. We've got some we already owned. We are the ones

that owned it.

( Well, then that's their main complaint that they own it. Then the government

took it away from them and give, it to the Osage. ( child making so* much noise

this part not clear) • ' .*. ' '

Y«ah. We^bought it. ' • " ' . . . .


